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Anneli brings to her clients a recognised 
expertise in the field of below conscious 
communication and motivation. 


Fuelled by her passion for the study of 
interpersonal dynamics and 
communication mastery, Anneli works 
with her clients to decode the dynamics 
that make or break performance.

TEAM TRACTION

ACCELERATE TEAM PERFORMANCE 
through enhanced communication, motivation and engagement

❖ Want to hit the ground running with your new team?


❖ Want to accelerate the results of your current team?


❖ Want your people to work together more effectively?


If the answer is yes, then you’re ready for Team Traction. 

Team dynamics can magnify or minimise a teams’ potential. It 
takes more than a loose collection of talented people to achieve 
great results. It’s how those talented people work together that 
really creates high performance. 

Too often team members aren’t communicating or collaborating 
effectively enough. This results in a failure to capitalise on the 
collective potential of the group, creating unnecessary people 
politics in the process. Productivity is affected, relationships 
break down and progress is slow. 

Build 
relationships  

Leverage strengths  
Get results

“Investing in the connections among team members 
both increases productivity and reduces risk.” 

Margaret Heffernan  



GET IN TOUCH TODAY

 Contact us to discuss how  
     this program can support  
     your organisation today


 M: 0423 023 032     

 E: ab@anneliblundell.com

 W: www.anneliblundell.com 


Team Traction can help your team… 

1/ build interpersonal relationships 
2/ leverage strengths
3/ accelerate high performance
   
Unlocking performance potential through the lens of 
team dynamics is the fast track to success. Get in 
touch today to explore how the Team Traction 
program could kick start the results you’re looking 
for. 

How’s your team 
tracking?

“In the end, all business operations can be reduced to 
three words: people, product and profits. Unless you’ve 

got a good team, you can’t do much with the other two.” 
Lee Iacocca
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